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Height variations along sea ice pressure ridges were studied to determine 
whether low spots in the ridges persisted over long enough distances for a 
wide vehicle such as the surface effect vehicle to pass through them.  Heights 
along eight pressure ridges varying in length from 0.9 km to 2.2 km were 
measured at 5-m intervals using aerial photographic data obtained over the 
Beaufort Sea.  The probabilities of finding holes at the mean heights of the 
ridges and 0.67 m above and below the mean heights were calculated as a func- 
tion of the hole widths using an autocorrelation function obtained from the 
height data.  The curves obtained were in good agreement with passage 
probabilities calculated directly from the data.  The results indicate that 
the probability of finding passage through a hole at least 0.67 m below the 
mean ridge height is less than 0.1 for holes greater than 10 m wide.  It is 
concluded that a large vehicle such as a surface effect vehicle trat cannot 
cross ridges at their mean heights will have to go around such ridges because 
low, wide holes do not appear with sufficiently high probability to make hole- 
^ -Tuning a useful method. 
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HEIGHT VARIATION ALONG SEA ICE PRESSURE RIDGES AND THE 
PROBABILITY OF FINDING "HOLES" FOR VEHICLE CROSSINGS 

b) 

i.D. Ilibl.-r III ami S.r. Acktey 

Introduction 

A si^nifuaiit parameter required lor the design of a surlace vehicle to traverse the sea ice of 
thf Arctic Basin is an estimate of its ability to traverse the nu.jor tnrain obstacles, sea ice 
pressure ridges.   This problem is postulated:   If a portion of a nd^e with points or segments higher 
than the vehicle's traversing capability is encountered, how far along that ridge would the vehicle 
have to travel to Micounter a hole wide enough and low enough to go through?  One possible solu- 
tion is to travel until the ridge dies off.   Figure 1, winch gives an oblique aerial view of first-year 
pressure ridges in a segment of the Beaufort Sea, shows that this is a practical solution only if it 
is possible to cross most ridges either by ^omg through them or over them.   Clearly. becSUM of 
the networks formed by the ridges, it is nearly impossible to travel between two points without 
crossing some ridges.   Given the need fm the vehicle to cross ridges, an estimate of the expects« 
turn of holes of various heights and widths existing in the ridges is then required for optimum 
vehicle design.   For this reason, the height variations along sea toe pressure ridges w- n  studied 
to determine whether low spots persisted ovei long enough distances for a wide vehicle such as the 
surface effect vehicle to pass tluough. 

,^h"J,^      . -•   /'v 

Ft§m§ 1.   OhUfM ut'rutl view n( pressdre ridges in (he Renulort Sea. 
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HEIGHT VARIATION ALONG SEA ICE PRESSURE RIDGES 

Experimental Data 

To obtain height variations over sulficii nt nd^e lengths lor use in the statistical calcuiaiion 
shown in the next section, aerial photography was used.   Tins metluKl was used liecause guund- 
based survey nieasurements were insufficient and obtaminn them would be too time coi;siiming in 
a future field program.   However, using aerial photography to obtain the height variations also 
pre-;en.'d a problem.   To resolve small height variations (about 0.2 m), the aerial cameras must be 
flown at lov level (500-m to 1200-m altitudes).   In the existing photos taken at low level, the 
overlap between adjacent photos is usually only 10 to 15",,, which does not provide adequate 
stereo coverage to measure vertical relief by photogrammefnc methods. 

To overcome this problem, the MeMfM of measuring shadow profiles of ridges to obtain ridge 
height measurements was employed.   Figure | shows three strips of sea ice photos of the strain 
triangle legs (Hibler et al. 1973) measured during the AIDJEX Program in 1971.   These photos were 
obtained by RC-8 aerial camera flown by the NASA CV-99Ü at an altitude of 1067 m (3500 ft) on 
11 March 1971.   The pressure ridges can clearly be seen in these photos and upon close inspection 
the shadows of the ridges also can clearly be seen.   The sun angle at this time of year is quite low, 
so the r;dges cast a long shadow.   From the altitude of the photography, the date, time of day and 
latitude of the area, these horizontal shadow lengths can be calibrated to give the vertical height 
of adjacent points on the ridge.   The shadow length i from a vertical object of height h is 

h 

tan a 
(1) 

where a is the sun angle above the horizon.   By measuring the variations in shadow lengths along 
a given ridge, the vertical height distribution can therefore be computed.   This method does not 
require stereo aerial photo coverage since the measurement is in the horizontal plane (the shadow 
length) and is not directly of the vertical height of the ridge. 

The original 9-in. • 9-in. photos were enlarged to approximately three times their original size 
to obtain a convenient working scale.  Comparisons of two profiles obtained by measuring the 
shadow profiles of ridges with two profiles obtained from ground surveys indicated an absolute error 
of approximately I 0.25 m in any given height.   The relative error in heights between any two adja- 
cent shadows was less than this, of the order of • 0.10 m.   A shadow length was obtained every 5 m 
along the ridges indicated in Figure 2.  The ridges were "first-year" ice ridges, with the exception 
of ridge 1 which was a multiyear ridge.   Details nf the structure of this ridge axe presented by 
Kovacs et al. (1972). 

The height profiles were computed along the ridges indicated in Figure 2 and ore shown in 
Figure 3. 

Theory 

To estimate the expectation of holes of various heights existing in the ridges, the following 
calculation was carried out.   First, the random function H(x) defined by H(x)     height of pressure 
ridge with the variable x being measured along the length oi the pressure ridge was introduced.   We 
assumed that H(x) is normally distributed and homogeneous.   These assumptions are reasonable in 
view of the variation of heights aloag the ridges shown m Figure 3. 
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6 HEIGHT VARIATION ALONG SEA ICE PRESSURE RIDGES 

Tbi mean hei^lit and autocovanance functions were defined by 

< HU) >  =  H 

C(«t. Xj) ■ < [HU,) - VHVUJ - H] - 

(2) 

(3) 

where brackets oonofe expectation values and Ctx,. *.) C(|xj - xj) since H is homogeneous. 
Following Smith and Nakano (1973). if the covaiiance matrix v Cix^ x ) is nonsingulax. then 
the multivariate probability density function tn(Hv |fl ... Hn( xv x2 ... x^ (probability of point 
x, being at a height H,, with x^ at height H2, etc.) is^ given by 

|A|1/2 |i _ _ 
exp    - i AO/    - H)(//i   _ H) 

(2n) n/2 2    II    ' i (4) 

where repeated indices are summed over 

Si - W"1 

and |A|      determinant of A^. 

(5) 

Usjng the multivariate pdf, the probability P that there is no point 6 units above the mean 
height H in J passage of width nAx where Ax is spacing between sample points, is given by 

PlHUj) ^ H   >   8. H(xJ v H ,1 

Hf6        H,b 
■   /     ...   /     dHl ... dHn AH «.. "l x J, (6) 

To carry out the calculation indicated in eq 6, it was necessary to determine values of the auto- 
covanance function C^, xj for typical ridge profiles. 

Results 

Using the digitized profiles shown in Figure 3, autocovanance functions were calculated and 
compared.  A summary of the mean heights and variances for ridges 2-9 is given in Table 1.   Ridge 
1 was not included in the calculation because it was of insufficient length for statistical purposes. 
In general, it was found that the autocorrelation functions lC(r) normalized to 1 at r     OJ of the 
various ridges were quite similar.  For an average probability of finding ridge passage, the C(r) 
va'«ies for all ridges used were averaged at each value of r (Table 11) and the integral in eq 6 was 
performed for holes up to 25 m in width.  The results are shown in Figure 4.  Since the auto- 
correlation factor rather than the autocovariance factor was used, all heights were normalized to 
the square roots of the respective ridge height variances.  The average variance was used to 
calculate the ridge passage probabilities.  In addition to the probabilities obtained from the average 
autocorrelation values, the limiting cases, if there were no correlation at all between the adjacent 
points on the ridge, are shown in Figure 4.  These represent the worst possible cases of the 
probability of finding passage based on the averaged variance of the ridges. 

To use Figure 4 to calculate the probability of finding at least one "hole" in a given ridge, 
an encountered ridge can be broken into adjacent sections of length equal to the desired hole 
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Figure 4.  Avernge probability of Unding 
passage vs passage width.   The hp values 
refer to height of passage relative to the 
wean ridge height: i.e., h0    -0.67 refers 
to holes 0.67 m below the mean ridge 
height.   The large dashed curves were 
calculated assuming no correlation be- 
tween adjacent points on the ridge and 
the solid curve was calculated from the 
average autocorrelation function.   The 
data points indicate the probabilities of 
finding passage obtained by actually 
sampling the ridges.   The points are the 
mean value of the probability with error 
bars given by the standard error of the 
mean for the seven ridges sampled. 

10 15 20 25 

Passag» Width, m 

Table I.   Mean heights and variances 
for ridges 2-9.* 

Table II.   Average autocorrelation (unction 
C(r) for ridges 2-9. 

Ridge o(m2) H(m) Length (m) 

2 0.43 2.03 885 

0.38 1.83 930 

0.32 1.66 1200 

0.33 1.69 925 

0.47 1.91 1410 

0.32 1.90 1145 

l\ 0.87 2.09 
1102 

1103 

AVK 0.45 1.87 

RulKes 8 and 9 ar»' two parts of llic same 
ndK«'. 

1 lag -5 m. 

Lug no. C(r) 

1.0 

0.508192 

0.348886 

0.294383 

0.234582 

0.192785 

0.187736 

0.187511 

0.185677 
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Figure ;>   Percentage of 50-m ridge segments contmning 
holes ol various widths.   Total number of 50-m segments 
examined was 172.   The percentage ol segments with at 
least one hole up to 20 m in width was 100% lor hole 

heights 1 m above th( mean ridge height. 

width which, to a first approximation, may be considered independent.  The probability of a section's 
bein^ a hole is niven in Figure 4; if the vehicle finds no hole then the next section may be looked 
at.  Figure 4 shows that if the probability ol an acceptable hole of length £ is P then the prob- 
ability of finding at least one hole in a length, say 101, is 1 - (1 - P)lü. 

The results in Figure 4 generally indicate that the probability of finding wide holes, both from 
the theoretical curves and from the data points, is not good.  This is apparent from the way the 
curves fall off and their good agreement with the mean value obtained by sampling the profile as 
indicated by the data points.  As another check on this conclusion, the eight ridge profiles were 
broken into riO-m segments and the number of segments with holes of different widths catalogued. 
The results, as shown in Figure 5. generally verify the conclusion that there are few wide holes in 
ridges.  Note that Figures 4 and I are not directly comparable since Figurt 5 shows the number of 
fiO-m segments having holes of a given width, whereas Figure 4 gives the average probability of a 
given number of random selected adjacent points being below a given height. 

Conclusions 

Based on the results shown in Figures 4 and 5, vehicle trafficability can broadly be classified 
in relationship to the terrain in the following manner.   Vehicles, in their ability to negotiate ridges. 

MMHMH 
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fall mto two classes.   If a vehide .s able to neKot.ate only small tofcttl .below the M nd^e 
height), it must be quite narrow since the avatlabil.ty of holes drops off rapidly with the width 
necessary for passage.   Th.s means that a vehicle like a snowmobUe with ^ood manenverabUitv 
could probably negotiate the pack ice although cons.derable time for hole-searc hin^ would be  " 
necessary.   If a veh.cle has c ot-.siderable beam w.dth (    lO-ir, m). the probab.l.ty of f.ndin, a hole 
is so low that the vehicle must go around the nd^es.   The ramifications of tins vis-J-v^ a more 
complete traffuabiUty analys.s are d.s.ussed by M.bler and Ackley (1973).   The general nature 
of the complete trafficahil.ty analysis H what one would intuitively exp.n-t:   sin,(. nd^es often 
extend beyond |.i km. the preset,... of ot.-the-avera^e more than 0.5 impassable ridges km mikes 
it dufuult for the vehicle to proceed raptdly and economically.   This may be translated into the 
necessary height clearance ability of a vehicle by usin^ rid^e statistics (Hibler et al   10») 
compiled for different renions of the Arctic durum different seasons (Mock et al. 197:.'). 
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